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ABSTRACT 

A wireless mobile ad-hoc network has been illustrated as networks without any physical 

connections. A number of confidentiality-maintaining routing schemes have been brought 

forward. Existing secret routing protocols mainly think about anonymity and biased 

unlinkability in MANET; mainly they utilize asymmetric aspect of open key cryptosystems to 

reach their targets. Entire unlinkability and unobservability are not sure due to partial content 

security. Another problem of earlier methods is that they rely closely on open key 

cryptography, and hence sustain an extremely high computation overhead. To overcome the 

drawback we are using USOR protocol which provides packet with unobservability using ID 

based encryption, and Group signature scheme. 

Key words: MANET, asymmetric key, unobservability, ID based encryption, Group 

signature. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless mobile ad-hoc networks are illustrated as networks without any physical 

connections. In these networks there is no preset topology suitable to the mobility of nodes, 

intervention, multipath transmission and path failure. Mobile ad-hoc network is organized in 

function such as ruin revival and scattered shared computing, someplace path are generally 

multi-hop and network hosts converse via packet radios[1]. Routing is one of the demanding 

concerns in mobile ad-hoc network.  Routing is the work of moving information from a 

source to a destination in an internetwork. At this period, at least one intermediate node within 

the internetwork is meted [2]. 
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 TAXONOMY OF ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN MANET 

1) Proactive routing protocols: 

These protocols are also called as table driven routing protocols each and every node in the 

network maintain routing information to every other node in the network. Routes information 

is generally kept in the routing tables and is periodically updated as the network topology 

changes. Many of these routing protocols come from the link-state routing. There exist some 

differences between the protocols that come under this category depending on the routing 

information being updated in each routing table. Furthermore, these routing protocols 

maintain different number of tables. The main hitch of the proactive protocols is not suitable 

for bigger networks, because they need to maintain node entries for each and every node in 

the routing table of every node. These causes more overhead in the routing table [3].Examples 

of Proactive Routing Protocols are:  

a) Global State Routing (GSR). 

b) Hierarchical State Routing (HSR). 

c) Destination Sequenced Distance Vector Routing (DSDV). 

2) Reactive routing protocols:  

These protocols are also called on demand routing protocols. Reactive routing protocol did 

not keep up routing information at the network nodes. If a node wants to send a packet to 

another node then this protocol seek for the route in an on-demand way and launches the 

connection in order to transmit and receive the packet [3]. Examples of reactive protocols are:  

a) Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV).  

b) Dynamic Source Routing (DSR).  

c) Location Aided Routing (LAR).  

d) Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA).  

3) Hybrid routing protocols: 

Hybrid routing protocols is a combination of both proactive and reactive protocols. Hybrid 

routing algorithm is perfect for Zone Based Routing Protocol (ZRP) [3]. 

4) Flow oriented routing protocols: 

Flow based routing considers the stream in the network; denote think the amount of traffic 

in the network before deciding on which outgoing line to place the packet. The key here is to 

be able to differentiate the temperament of the traffic flows over time. The fundamental idea 
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behind the algorithm, is that any given line, if the capacity and regular flow are known, it is 

possible to compute the mean packet interruption on that line from queuing theory. The 

routing problem thus decreases to finding the routing algorithm that creates the minimum 

average delay for the subnet. Flow-based routing is a new paradigm that combines the best of 

packet/circuit switching fits within a native IP network or an MPLS network [3]. 

5) Hierarchical routing protocol:  

The difficult problem of routing on huge networks can be simplified by contravention a 

network into a pecking order of minor networks, where each stage is dependable for its own 

routing. The Internet has, mainly, three levels: the backbones, the mid-levels, and the stump 

networks. The backbones know how to route between the mid-levels, the mid-levels know 

how to route between the sites, and each site knows how to route inside [3]. 

II. UNKNOWN REACTIVE ROUTING SCHEMES 

A number of unknown routing schemes have been proposed for MANET and they offer 

different level of solitude protection at different cost [1]. Most of them rely on public key 

cryptosystems (PKC) to achieve secrecy and unbondability in steering. Although asymmetry 

of PKC can provide better support for solitude protection, expensive PKC operations also 

bring significant computation transparency [2] [1]. 

ANODR: Anonymous On Demand Routing 

An anonymous on-demand routing protocol for MANET arranged within an aggressive 

location. The ANODR method offer secrecy and unbondability for routing in wireless 

networks. [1]The plan of ANODR is bottomed on relay with trapdoor message. For path 

secrecy, ANODR check tough attacker from replication a packet stream rear to its initiator or 

receiver, for place confidentiality, ANODR guarantee that attacker cannot determine the 

actual individuality of neighborhood spreader. It bottomed on onion steering for path 

innovation, ANODR uses on one occasion open/individual key duos [2] [1] [4]. 

ASR 

The Anonymous Secure Routing etiquette that able to supply extra assets on secrecy that is 

individuality secrecy and tough spot solitude and at the similar instance guarantees the safety 

of exposed paths beside a variety of reactive and dynamic assault [1]. ASR etiquette not 

merely guards the confidentiality of nodes and paths, but also guarantees the safety of 

exposed paths. ASR as well creates employ of on one occasion open/personal key duos to 

attain secrecy and unbondability. ASR is intended to attain tougher position confidentiality 

than ANODR, which make sure nodes on path include no data on their space to the initial and 

receiver node [2] [1]. 
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Anon DSR 

In order to provide a strong security and secrecy protection and better scalability for 

MANET, a new efficient anonymous dynamic source routing (Anon DSR) [1]. The new 

steering consists of three etiquettes. The first etiquette is used to create a public secret key and 

arbitrary nonce between the initiator and receiver for secure and unknown communications. 

The second etiquette uses the public secret key and nonce to create a trapdoor and employ an 

unknown onion steering between the initiator and receiver [2]. In the last etiquette, the source 

and destination use their session keys shared with the intermediate nodes to encrypt all 

communications with the cryptographic onion method[7][1][2]. 

SDAR 

SDAR refers to a secure distributed anonymous routing protocol in this every middle 

nodes include an enciphered edition of their uniqueness to the path demand earlier than 

promoting it. Simply the targeted node is capable to decipher the uniqueness composed in the 

path demand. The target node utilizes this composed uniqueness to make path demand 

information that will be revisited to the origin of the path demand. SDAR is related to ARM 

apart from ARM employs common clandestine between initiator and receiver for 

confirmation [1] [2] [4]. 

ODAR 

ODAR, an On-Demand Anonymous Routing protocol for MANET is to enable complete 

secrecy of nodes, links and source-steering paths/trees using Bloom filters. The use of Bloom 

filters in addition gives ODAR the storage space processing- and communication-

effectiveness, making it appropriate in the ad hoc network situation [8][[2][1]. 

MASK 

A narrative anonymous on-demand routing protocol, termed MASK, to enable unknown 

communications thereby thwarting possible traffic analysis attacks. Based on a new 

cryptographic concept called coupling, an unknown neighborhood substantiation etiquette 

which allows neighboring nodes to confirm each other without revealing their identities has 

been spotted. Then utilizing the undisclosed pair wise link identifiers and keys established 

between neighbors during the locality substantiation process, MASK fulfills the steering and 

packet broadcasting tasks nicely without disclosing the identities of participating nodes under 

a rather tough adversarial model. MASK provides the attractive sender and receiver secrecy, 

as well as the relationship secrecy of the sender and receiver. It is also opposed to a wide 

variety of adversarial attacks [1][2]. 
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 USOR  

 Privacy-preserving routing protocol USOR that achieves content unobservability by 

employing      anonymous key establishment based on group signature. The setup of USOR is 

simple: each node only has to obtain a group signature signing key and an ID-based private 

key from an offline key server or by a key management scheme like. The unobservable 

routing protocol is then executed in two phases. First, an anonymous key establishment 

process is performed to construct secret session keys. Then an unobservable route discovery 

process is executed to find a route to the destination [1] [2]. 

III. CONFIDENTIALITY ALLIED IDEAS 

A number of confidentiality-maintaining routing schemes have been brought forward. 

Existing secret routing protocols mainly think about anonymity and biased unlinkability in 

MANET; mainly they utilize asymmetric aspect of open key cryptosystems to reach their 

targets. Entire unlinkability and unobservability are not sure due to partial content security. 

Another problem of earlier methods is that they rely closely on open key cryptography, and 

hence sustain an extremely high computation overhead. These ideas are defined with observe 

to object of concern (including senders, receivers, messages, etc.) as follows: [1]. 

• Anonymity is the condition of being not expressible within a collection of matter [6]. 

• Unlinkability of two or more object of concern means these object of concerns are no more 

or no less correlated from the attacker’s vision [6]. 

• Unobservability of an object of concern is the state that whether it subsist or not is 

indistinguishable to all dissimilar matter, and subjects related to this object of concerns are 

unknown to all other related subjects. Along with these necessities unobservability is the 

strongest one in that it involves not only anonymity but also unlinkability. To get 

unobservability, a routing method should give unobservability for both content and traffic 

pattern. Hence we further refine unobservability into two types:  

1) Content Unobservability, referring to no valuable information can be taken out from 

substance of any message; 

2) Traffic Pattern Unobservability, referring to no valuable information can be obtained 

from frequency, length, and source-destination patterns of message traffic. The major 

mechanisms to achieve traffic pattern unobservability include MIXes [3] and traffic padding. 

IV. USOR 

A capable unobservable routing method USOR is positioned in the existing system. In this 

protocol both control packets and data packets look arbitrary and indistinguishable from 

dummy packets for outside rival. Only suitable nodes can differentiate routing packets and 
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data packets from replica traffic with inexpensive symmetric decryption. The observation 

behind this scheme is that if a node can create a key with each of its neighbors, then it can use 

such a key to encrypt the whole packet for a consequent neighbor. The receiving neighbor can 

differentiate whether the encrypted packet is proposed for itself by trial decryption. In order to 

support both broadcast and unicast, a group key and a pair wise key are needed. USOR uses 

two schemes that are following: 

Group signature scheme: 

The key server produces a faction open key which is visibly identified by each one, and a 

secret faction signature key for each node X. The faction signature format guarantees full 

anonymity which means a signature does not expose the signer’s individuality but everybody 

can confirm its validity. 

ID-based encryption scheme: 

Factions with a bilinear record permit us to construct public key encryption methods with 

new properties whereas it is complicated for factions without a bilinear record. Public-key 

encryption method contains publicly-recognized string (e.g. someone’s email address) which 

could be used as an open key. The consequent confidential key is distributed to the correct 

holder of this string by a trusted confidential key producer. This key producer must confirm 

the user’s uniqueness before distributing a private key. A user shows his uniqueness in a lazy 

way, simply one time he needs his confidential key to decrypt a message sent to him. 

V. PROPOSED IDEA 

USOR protocol only gives content unobservability and unlinkability but not concentrate 

any worms inside the file if the receiver decrypts a file the system will be shutdown, restart. 

USOR protocol did not recovery the denial of service attack, Wormhole attack, Disguising 

worm (D-worm). D-worm is different from traditional worm because it hides any noticeable 

trends in the number of infected computers over time.  D-worm hiding is achieved by 

manipulating Scan traffic volume of worm infected computer. sender encrypt a packet ,inside 

the packet contain D-worm so before receiver decrypt the packet the D-worm will be going to 

detect and correct using gamut based technique. 

 

Figure 1: D-Worm detection 
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CONCLUSION 

The unobservable routing protocol USOR based on group signature and ID-based 

cryptosystem for ad hoc networks offers strong privacy protection with complete unlinkability 

and content unobservability for ad hoc networks. The security analysis demonstrates that 

USOR not only provides strong privacy protection but also more resistant against attacks due 

to node compromise. 
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